The next wave of innovation is coming.
Will you be crushed by it, catch it, or cause it?
Everyone talks game-change. But how do executives and managers truly expand the
minds of everyone in their organization to conceive and successfully execute industrydisrupting strategies? Based on his second book, Rock Your Industry, Jim will present his
revolutionary Wave ThinkingSM process. It amplifies the innovation intensity of your entire
organization or team, enabling you to out-think and out-implement the competition.

25,000 People in 23 Countries Can’t Be Wrong

Jim has presented his revolutionary yet practical model to over 25,000 CEOs, executives,
and managers in 23 countries, and 99% concur that it is the single factor that accounts for
greatness in leadership, strategy, and innovation.

Not Just Talk – Real Action

Audiences implement Jim Bandrowski’s Wave
Thinking process and report breakthroughs in
strategy, global marketing, sales, Lean Six
Sigma, technology, operations, execution,
and culture.

Wave Thinking -- A Radically
Different Approach to Leading
and Innovating

"Jim gave us an actionable process to
unleash great ideas and implement
them. He tailored his speech to the
candy industry, was great to work
with, and made everything easy for
me as the organizer!”

Industry Week
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and motivating – a process he calls Wave Thinking.
Jim breaks this process down step-by-step so every person
and team can use it.

Jim Bandrowski Is
Results-Driven

“Jim Bandrowski’s system
emphasizes action that helps
companies beat their competition.”

“Jim’s message was unique in the
world of leadership and strategic
planning: Ride the wave of Wave
Thinking to create a breakthrough
strategy. His innovative and practical
message made the audience really
stand up and respond.”

Jim is in high demand around the world as a
keynote speaker, facilitator, consultant,
trainer, and coach. His clients include GE,
Disney, HP, AT&T, Boeing, Chevron, Saudi
Aramco, Kaiser Permanente, and hundreds
of other organizations. He is performance-driven
and measures his success on the improved financial
results of his clients, or in the case of non-profits, the
achievement of their missions.

Al Spada

Publisher/Editor
Modern Casting Magazine
American Foundry Society
Conference in 2013

“Create Waves

while the competition
makes ripples.”

APPLY WHAT YOU LEARN FOR IMMEDIATE RESULTS
Innovate at Your Corporate Retreat

With Jim Bandrowski’s expert facilitation, your executives and
managers can solve “impossible” problems, create winning
strategies, and begin to implement them.

“If you are seeking breakthrough
results, Jim is your speaker and
trainer. He delivered with rich content
and humor a record 172 sessions at
our Chevron Leadership Forum.”

Amp up Your Association Conference

Tony Jimenez

Jim can inspire your members to visualize solutions to your
biggest business challenge, conceive winning innovations, and
develop strategies to grow your membership globally.

Accelerate Your Non-Profit Organization
Jim can help you dramatically increase your organization’s ability
to carry out its mission.

Author of the First Book on Infusing
Creativity and Innovation into
Strategic Planning
“This book is for those wanting new
momentum in their industries.”
Entrepreneur magazine
“Jim Bandrowski is as responsible as anyone in American
business for bringing creativity into strategic planning.”
Michael Ray

Leadership Development
Program Manager
Chevron Corporation

“Jim, during your keynote speech, our
members actively employed your Wave
Thinking to amp up their marketing and
develop innovative strategies. Our
association used it to revise our
branding message.”
Terry Sambrowski

Executive Director
National Service Alliance

“Jim's enthusiasm and fast pace
excited our leadership team. We now
have a clear, focused direction built on
his unusually powerful way of
thinking. Teaching ambitious leaders
how to think better is an incredible
gift, and Jim is the best.”

Professor of the famed Stanford University
Graduate School of Business course
Personal Creativity in Business

Jerry Davis

CEO of Goodwill Industries
of Central Texas
Former Chairman, Goodwill
Industries International

Globally-Acclaimed Speaker and Workshop Facilitator
Jim Bandrowski delivers speeches and workshops throughout the United States,
Canada, Europe, Asia, Africa, Latin America, and the Middle East. He has been a guest
speaker at Stanford’s Graduate School of Business and regularly conducts Executive
Education programs at a variety of universities. Jim holds an MBA from NYU, MS from
NJIT, and a BS in chemical engineering from Villanova University.

Topics
Rock Your Industry
Create and Implement Breakthrough Strategies
Global Marketing and Sales Strategy
Breakthrough Lean Six Sigma
Execution Excellence

”When it comes to before-after learning
outcome scores that participants
report, no program faculty member
scores higher than Jim Bandrowski.”
Scott Converse

Director of Technology
and Operations Programs
University of Wisconsin
Executive Education

